Supplementary Data Set 1 provides a tab--delimited list of the variants called in the Fosmid regions, showing the Fosmid identifier, position, reference allele, alternate allele, and a comma--separated list of notes. The notes are either 'Fosmid', indicating that the variant is present in in the Fosmid reference set, or of the form caller=state, where caller is Platinum--100, GATK--250, DISCOVAR or CORTEX, and state is het, hom or hom+. Here het means that both the variant and reference were called, hom means that the variant but not the reference was called, and hom+ means that the variant was called as homozygous. Supplementary Data Set 1 was automatically generated. See also the manually identified defects noted in Supplementary Table 1a.Supplementary Table 1a . Mis--accounting of variant calls. All variant calls were examined to identify instances where an alternate representation of a complex variant resulted in an incorrect increase in false negatives or homozygous false positives. This table contains all such instances. Fosmid id: identifier of Fosmid. Position on genome : position of event on hg19 reference sequence. Call set: the call set in which the mis--accounting occurs. ΔFN: the amount by which the false negative count should be reduced, and ΔFP (hom) the amount by which the homozygous false positive rate should be reduced, to remedy the accounting defect. Note that we automatically identified instances where a set of homozygous variants made by a caller were equivalent to a set of Fosmid reference variants, and in such cases translated the first set into the second. Such instances are not shown in the table. Table 3 . HapMap3 sensitivity of call sets. We consider the set of SNPs in HapMap3 release 27 that are genotyped in HapMap3 as present in NA12878, exclusive of sites reported as triallelic. For each of four call sets, we report sensitivity relative to this set. FN%: percent of this set that is absent in the given call set (regardless of whether the SNPs are reported as heterozygous or homozygous). We note that some of the false negative SNPs appear to adjacent to indels, and thus may be represent artifacts arising from the HapMap3 methodology. Supplementary Table 5 . Representation of disease triplets in variant call sets. For 14 diseases associated with base triplet expansions 19 , excluding 100% GC triplets, we assayed the true genotype of the triplet run lengths in NA12878 and its representation in each of three call sets. Abbr: abbreviation for disease. Disease: name of disease. Triplet: sequence of triplet in direction of transcription of gene. Triplet start: hg19 start of triple run, from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar. Run lengths are computed as the number of copies of the exact triplet starting at the given triple start. Ref: multiplicity of triplet run in hg19 reference sequence. Truth: true multiplicity genotype of triplet run in NA12878, determined by tabulating the number of exact triplet runs present in the reads and having the correct flanking sequences, using both NA12878 datasets of this work. Platinum--100, GATK--250, DISCOVAR--250: multiplicity genotype inferred from each of three variant call sets. Erroneous genotypes are shown in gray. 3 Short form supported by NA12878 WGS reads, 1 to 0. 4 Most likely true answer is y = TT (count = 45 in Fosmid pool). 5 Insertion of copy in tandem duplication. It seems unlikely that the HGAP assembly would be wrong. 6 Sequence GAAAGAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAAAGAAAGAAAGAAAGAAAGAAAGAAAGAAAGAAAGAAAGAAAGA is present 111 times in Fosmid pool reads, and not in the reference. However next base in reads is clearly G but next base in HGAP+iCorn assembly is A. Since the truth was uncertain, we did not correct the reference sequence in this case. 7 Fosmid pool reads support HGAP+iCorn assembly, but NA12878 WGS reads support reference, 53 to 0, suggesting defect in Fosmid clone. 3  GAGGCAGGAGAATGGCATGAACCCG  GAGGCAGGAGAATGGCGTGAACCCG  264  29  ref wrong 1  26  TCCCCTCCCCTCTCCTCCGTTCCTCTCCCC  TCTCCTCTGTTCCTCTGCCCTCTCCTCCGT  TCCTCTCCCCTCTCCTCTCC   TCCCCTCCCCTCTCCTCCGTTCCTCTCCCC  TCTCCTCCGTTCCTCTGCCCTCTCCTCCGT  TCCTCTCCCCTCTCCTCTCC   94  0  ref wrong   79  TTTGGGAGGCTGAGGCGGGGGGCGGGGGG  GGGGCGGAAGAGAGGGGAGGAGGTGGGG  GAGGAGGGGGAGGGGGGAGGGGGGGGGG  GGGATGGGGGGGGTGCATCAT   TTTGGGAGGCTGAGGAGGGGGGATGGGGG  GGGTGCATCAT   0  0  ref These BAM files were produced as part of this work by aligning using BWA as in Supplementary Note, Section 7a, and are different from the BAM files available at ftp://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/data/x/high_coverage_alignment, where x is NA12878, NA12891 or NA12892. The latter BAM files were created using BWA--MEM. Illumina has deeply sequenced cell lines from the seventeen--member CEPH pedigree consisting of the mother (NA12878), the father, their parents (the 'grandparents') and their eleven children (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/ERP001960). These data consist of pairs of 100--base reads from a PCR--amplified library. Fosmid Pool data are available from the NCBI Short Read Archive, for Illumina (flowcell A2925; run accessions SRR835433 and SRR835426), and for Pacific Biosciences (run accessions SRR835425, SRR835427--29, SRR835431--32, SRR835436--37 and SRR849054--59; these accessions correspond to 7 physical runs).
Supplementary

Laboratory methods for generation of 250 base read data
PCR--free libraries for Illumina sequencing have been generated using gel size selection 14 , however in this work we used a gel--free method to reduce costs and input requirements (based on http://www.illumina.com/truseq.ilmn). Briefly, Illumina PCR--free fragment shotgun libraries were prepared using the 'with--bead pond library' construction protocol 34 with the following modifications. 500 ng of genomic DNA, in a volume of 50 µl, was sheared to a size of 400 bp using a Covaris E210 instrument (Covaris) using Illumina' Figure 3 shows that the actual distribution of read pairs corresponds to a modal fragment size of 450 bp. We note that a lower loading density (yielding less sequence coverage per flowcell) could be advantageous either because it might reduce bias at high GC, or because it would reduce the likelihood of catastrophic overloading, although it is difficult to know if this would sufficiently compensate for the lower coverage. Note that sequencing can also be carried on the Illumina MiSeq instrument.
Generation of Fosmid reference sequences
Two pools containing 50 Fosmids each were generated from Human NA12878 genomic DNA using the gel free library--construction method 35 . Briefly, the DNA was end repaired and ligated to double stranded barcoded oligonucleotides with SapI overhangs (5'Phosphate--GATCTAGTTGCTT, 5'Phosphate--AAGCAACTAG). Subsequent ligation to AatII/SapI digested pFosill--4 vector arms, packaging in phage lambda extract and transformation of GC10T1 cells were as described except cells were grown on LB agar plates supplemented with 15 µg/ml chloramphenicol not in liquid culture. Plates were incubated overnight at 30 o C and two sets of 50 colonies were picked and grown individually in 2 ml LB with 15 µg/ml chloramphenicol overnight. Each set of 50 cultures was pooled and grown at 30 o C in 2XYT, plus 15 µg/ml chloramphenicol with shaking at 225 rpm, to an OD600 of 1--2. Fosmids from each pool were purified using a High Speed Plasmid kit (Qiagen, 12662) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Contaminating E. coli genomic DNA was removed using 1.5 U Plasmid Safe ATP Dependent DNase (Epicentre, E3101K) per 1 µg Fosmid DNA by incubating at 37 o C for 30 min and heat inactivating at 70 o C for 30 min. Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter Inc, A63880) were used to purify the Fosmid pools according to the manufacturer's instructions. The pools were Illumina shotgun sequenced as described in Supplementary Note, Section 2 but with the following changes in DNA shearing time parameters: time = 90 seconds instead of 45 seconds. The pools were shotgun sequenced by Pacific Biosciences, using the following conditions. Pacific Biosciences sequencing libraries were generated using the DNA Template Prep Kit V2.0 (Pacific Biosciences)
following the manufacturer's recommendations but the following modifications. 2 µg of FosIll pool DNA was sheared to 10 kb in size using a Covaris gtube (Covaris) following the manufacturer's recommendations but using the following parameters: centrifuge gtube at 6000 rpm for 1 min, flip gtube and centrifuge gtube at 6000 rpm for 1 min. DNA fragments were purified, end--repaired, and ligated with Pacific Biosciences SMRTbell sequencing adapters following manufacturer's recommendations (Pacific Biosciences) but with the following modification. Similar to the 'with--bead' method 34 , SPRI beads added after shearing remained in the reaction until the final library elution step. Therefore after the first addition of SPRI beads all other SPRI reactions were performed by only adding Ampure bead PEG buffer without beads. Following adapter ligation, sequencing libraries immobilized on SPRI beads were cleaned up with three 0.45x SPRI reactions following the manufacturer's recommendations (Beckman Coulter Genomics) and eluted off the beads. Sequencing libraries were combined with sequencing primer and polymerase (version 2.0) following manufacturer's recommendations (Pacific Biosciences). The resulting complex was subjected to Pacific Biosciences sequencing (version 2.0 chemistry) followed by primary data analysis (version 1.3.3 analysis software) on a PacBio--RS instrument following manufacturer's recommendations (Pacific Biosciences). The two Fosmid pools were assembled using a preliminary version of DISCOVAR. We first aligned the reads to the hg19 reference sequence and identified regions having high coverage. We assembled the Illumina reads from each of these regions individually, after normalizing coverage to 150x where possible, then identified and removed the canonical sequences that would be expected at the Fosmid ends. In a number of cases these canonical sequences were not found, and in some cases chimeric junctions where identified instead. In such cases we trimmed the assemblies by removing sequence after the last point where the assembly matched the reference well. If the Illumina data did not yield a fully resolved assembly, we added in the Pacific Biosciences data, and assembled, adapting some methods from (ref. 36) for this application. We also assembled each Fosmid pool in its entirety and in some cases identified clones that could not be assembled completely from reads aligned to a single region. In a number of cases we examined the assembly graph and chose what appeared to be the correct path, a process akin to manual finishing. In all cases where there was > 100x Illumina coverage, the clones were completely and unambiguously assembled, except for one heterochromatic clone, which was excluded. We observed that one clone joined two distant regions on chr17, perhaps arising from a single mutated cell, and indeed the junction sequence between the regions was absent from the whole--genome data. In this case we broke the clone reference sequence at the junction point. We were concerned that evaluating DISCOVAR variant calls using DISCOVAR--created Fosmid reference sequences could bias our analysis. To assess the potential effect of this, we applied another, orthogonal approach to assembling the Fosmids, and then assessed the impact. Briefly, we assembled all the Fosmids using HGAP, applied to only the Pacific Biosciences reads. Of the 103 Fosmids, 57 yielded complete assemblies having no gaps. These complete assemblies were further processed using iCorn, which used the Illumina reads to improve the HGAP assemblies. Of these 57 HGAP+iCorn assemblies, 32 agreed perfectly with the Fosmid reference sequence. We manually analyzed every difference between the remaining 25 assemblies and the Fosmid reference sequences (Supplementary Tables 7, 8 ). We found 29 errors in the HGAP+iCorn assemblies, 9 in the Fosmid reference sequences, and 2 cases where both were wrong. We note that 50 of 57 HGAP--only assemblies had errors, and that for those Fosmids having at least 200x PacBio coverage, 15 of 16 had errors. This suggests that it could be difficult to obtain essentially perfect reference sequences using the PacBio data alone. We then corrected the Fosmid reference sequences, and computed the change in variant calling statistics resulting from these changes. They were as follows (at the time this change was made):
For example, for DISCOVAR, false negatives increased from 5.9% to 6.1%, and homozygous false positives decreased from 2.36% to 2.32%. These changes were sufficiently small and neutral as to suggest that the overall bias introduced by using DISCOVAR in two roles is small. Below, we describe how we used HGAP and iCorn. To run HGAP, we first made the Pacific Biosciences SmrtAnalysis toolkit 2.0.1 available. Then we set up the environment using the SmrtAnalysis configuration script:
source $SEYMOUR_HOME/etc/setup.sh
Next we created a file pacbio_h5_filelist containing the names of the Pacific Biosciences data files. Then we created a file input.xml file using fofnToSmrtpipeInput.py (from SmrtAnalysis toolkit):
fofnToSmrtpipeInput.py pacbio_h5_filelist > input.xml
Next we obtained a file settings.xml from Pacific Biosciences. We have made this file available at ftp://ftp.broadinstitute.org/pub/crd/DiscovarManuscript/HGAP. We then modified this file, changing the "Approximate genome size in base pairs" tag to: 4,000,000 -the approximate total size of 100 Fosmids. Then we ran HGAP:
smrtpipe.py --params=settings.xml xml:input.xml
The final Pacific Biosciences assembly can be found here: data/polished_assembly.fasta.gz Next we used iCorn, which is part of Post Assembly Genome Improvement Toolkit (PAGIT): (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/resources/software/pagit/) version 1 (ftp://ftp.sanger.ac.uk/pub4/resources/software/pagit/PAGIT.V1.64bit.tgz). To run iCorn, for each Fosmid for which there existed a full--length contig, we selected the full--length contig. In some cases there were other contigs matching part of the Fosmid reference sequence, and these were ignored. We then selected the Fosmid pool reads that aligned to the corresponding region of the hg19 reference sequence, and downsampled to 150x if coverage exceeded that level. These reads were placed in a FASTQ file using phred offset 33. Then we used Post Assembly Genome Improvement Toolkit's iCorn:
source ${PAGIT_DIR}/sourceme.pagit export CARMA_CORRECT_QUAL=20 corn.start.sh fosmid_n.fasta 1 5 f.A.fastq f.B.fastq 50,1000 260 where fosmid_n.fasta is the HGAP contig, f.A.fastq is the FASTQ file providing the first read of a given read pair, and f.B.fastq provides the second read.
Validation of Fosmid reference sequences
We validated the Fosmid reference sequences by Sanger sequencing loci on the Fosmids that were inconsistent with an initial set of Platinum--100 variant calls. (In creating this we also included 14 cases where there was an inconsistency with the DISCOVAR variant call set.) We started with a list of 134 inconsistent windows (all those lying within a fixed set of the Fosmids), as described in the main text. From these we selected 95 loci for sequencing on a single plate. To do so we chose primers for all using Primer3 (http://primer3.sourceforge.net/releases.php) version 2.3.5. Primers were checked for uniqueness by alignment to the pooled Fosmid references. Primers that aligned multiple times were discarded. Starting from 'ideal' settings for melting temperature etc., conditions were relaxed (as indicated by min/max below) until 95 primer pairs fell within bounds. Sanger sequencing was performed at the Massachusetts General Hospital DNA Core Facility (https://dnacore.mgh.harvard.edu). Of the 95 events targeted, 93 events were covered by at least one read.
We aligned the Sanger reads to the Fosmid reference sequences. We first identified those windows where the entire window was covered by Q20 bases on at least one Sanger read. There were 49 of these. In 48 cases the window was confirmed, whereas in 1 case we identified a Fosmid reference sequence error within the window (see main text). We then examined the remaining 44 cases in more detail. We classified 31 of these as being confirmed by Illumina reads if all of the following criteria were satisfied: (1) at least two reads from the Fosmid pool confirm the window; (2) at least two NA12878 WGS reads confirm the window; (3) amongst the Fosmid pool reads, the ratio of those confirming the window to those confirming the alternate allele (defined by hg19) is at least 5:1. Of the remaining 13 cases, based on manual inspection, we identified 8 cases as being clearly confirmed by the Sanger reads (although not meeting the preceding Q20 criterion). Finally there were 5 remaining cases for which neither the Sanger nor Illumina data were diagnostic. The number 87 of confirmed windows in the main text is 48 + 31 + 8.
DISCOVAR assembly method
Here we describe the DISCOVAR algorithm in detail, as it would be applied either to a small genome in its entirety, or a region of a larger genome (after selecting such reads by alignment to a reference). In the latter case the algorithm is applied only to the reads from the region. References below to 'all' reads refer to the reads from the region. Preprocessing of data. Raw bases and quality scores were generated using the Illumina pipeline, including the EAMSS filtering algorithm that assigns the quality score 2 to bases in the tail of a read that appear to be 'untrusted'. If a data set has been generated without the EAMSS filter, we recommend that it be applied to the data before running DISCOVAR. We also recommend that quality scores not be recalibrated: DISCOVAR is designed to work with the native Illumina quality score distribution. Reads were aligned to the hg19 human reference sequence using bwa 37 , as part of the Picard pipeline http://picard.sourceforge.net. The DISCOVAR assembly algorithm has two major stages:
• In the first stage, reads are error corrected, and as part of this process, pairs are closed by filling in intermediate bases. The output of the first stage consists of these pair closures.
• The pair closures are now formally merged into a graph, using a minimum overlap K that depends on the distribution of pair closure sizes.
• In the second stage, a series of operations are carried out to simplify and improve the assembly graph. Error correction. Error correction proceeds via a series of steps, as described below. Precorrection 1. This is exactly as described in (ref. 16, Supplementary material), as the module PreCorrect. For convenience we provide the description here. The module examines all 25--mers in all reads. It performs a large, external sort in such a way as to bring together all the 25--mers that have the same initial and final 12--mers, ignoring the central base. For each pile of 25--mers that agree on the flanking bases, and potentially disagree only on the central base, it examines the quality scores associated with the base calls at the central base. Piles of size smaller than 6 are ignored. For larger piles, the quality scores are summed separately for each of the four potential calls of the central base. We declare a winner among the four calls as the call having the greatest sum of quality scores, but only if the sum is 60 or greater. If we have a winner, then we also check for losers. A loser call has no more than one call of quality 20 or more, and its sum of quality scores must be less than 1/4 that of the winner. Reads containing loser--calls are candidates for having those calls corrected to the winning call. One further round of sorting and screening applies the correction to a read only if it is well isolated from other proposed corrections: no changes are made to either call when two proposed corrections are within 12 bases of each other (i.e., when the flanking bases that built a pile are themselves suspect). Whenever a correction is adopted, the associated quality score for that call is set to 0. Pair filling 1. In this step, certain pairs are closed (or 'filled'). The primary purpose of this step is to fill pairs that we can easily and unambiguously identify as having a unique closure, thereby decreasing the computational requirements of the subsequent pair filling steps. Let K = 60. Consider all the kmers in the reads, however exclude kmers that occur less than 5 times in total in the reads and their reverse complements, and for a given read, exclude all kmers that occur after such an excluded kmer. Form the unipath graph associated to these truncated reads. Suppose that both the left and right reads in a pair map completely to the same unipath. Then that unipath defines a closure for the pair, which we accept. Closed pairs are marked as done, and are not subject to further processing per se, however they do participate in the subsequent correction of other pairs. For this purpose, the pair is replaced by two reads, that are obtained from the closure by taking the leftmost n1 bases (for the left read), and the reverse complement of the rightmost n2 bases (for the second read). Here n1 and n2 are the original read lengths for the pair. The quality scores are all set to 40. Quality score lowering. We set each quality score to the minimum over the diameter 9 window of the quality scores centered at the given base. This step is designed to lower artificially high quality scores. Precorrection 2. This step is carried out twice, first using K = 24 and then K = 40. It corrects certain bases, and changes the quality scores for those bases to zero. In outline, the process works by finding the true friends of the read, which consist (in principle) of all reads that come from the exact same locus on the exact same chromosome. Then we find the consensus of these reads. Note that a given friend may occur more than once in a stack, with different offsets relative to the founder.
First, for each read, we find its initial friends. Such a friend read comes with a gap--free alignment to the given read. (This makes sense because the indel error rate in the data is very low.) Such an alignment is defined by an orientation and offset. Note that a read may appear multiple times as a friend, using different orientations and offsets. Friend reads are defined by perfect kmer matches, however kmers occurring more than 1000 times in the reads and their reverse complements are ignored. The initial friends are now formed into a stack under the given read. If the stack height is ≥ 10 4 , precorrection is not carried out. In this stack we truncate friends on the left and right so that they do not extend beyond the given read.
Next we 'clean' the stack. Initial friends having a Q30 difference with the founder (i.e. Q30 on both reads) are now removed from the stack. Then we remove any friends having a 'high quality difference window' with the founder, as follows. For each 10--base window on the founder, suppose that some friend agrees with the founder for the entirety of the window, and has quality score ≥ 10 at every base on it. Now suppose that another friend is defined on the window, has at least three differences on the window with the founder, and the sum of its quality scores at those bases is ≥ 30. Then the friend is declared to have a 'high quality difference window' with the founder and marked for deletion.
Finally, we form the consensus for the stack. To do this we proceed through each of its columns. For purposes of this calculation, quality scores of 1 or 2 are changed to 0.2. For each of the four calls (A,C,G,T) appearing in the column, we compute the quality score sum for that call, and also note the top quality score that appears (for a given call). The call having the highest quality score sum is declared the winner. The top quality score is then deducted from the sum for each non--winner. We then test to see if the 'victory' should be accepted, according to the following requirements: the winner's quality score sum must be at least 50, the winning sum must be at least 10 times the runner up sum, and the runner up sum must be at most 100. If the victory is accepted, and the winning call disagrees with the base on the founder, it is 'corrected' and its quality score is set to zero. Pair filling 2. This step is the same as Pair Filling 1, except that K = 80, and reads are truncated using a different method, namely each read is truncated at the first point where in consensus formation (above), the test fails. Pair correction and filling. As in Precorrection 2, we form a set of initial friends for each read. For this we use K = 40. Both reads in a given pair are processed at the same time. We build stacks, this time allowing extension to the right for each read (thus moving towards the interior of the fragment). If the stack height for either read is ≥ 10 4 , pair correction and filling are not carried out.
We next exclude low--quality pairs. First we compute the mean quality of all bases in the pair. Then we find all the reads that appear in either the left or the right stack, and compute the mean quality of the totality of their bases. If this mean exceeds the given pair mean by more than 20, pair correction and filling are not carried out.
Next we remove friends having 'inadequate glue' to the founder. This is carried out for each read in the pair. For each friend, we find its maximal intervals of agreement with the founder. In such intervals, homopolymers longer than 10 are compressed to 10. To be adequately glued, after this compression, there must be an interval of agreement of length ≥ 20.
Next we raise quality scores within the stacks (and this is internal to pair correction and filling). For each of the two founders and for each position on it that has quality > 0 but < 30, we consider the possibility of raising the quality to 30. To do this, we form the 11--base window centered at that position. We compute the number of friends that agree with the founder on this window and have quality ≥ 30 at the middle base. There must be at least 3 such reads to proceed. Next we look for friends that agree with the founder on the window, except not on the middle base, and have quality ≥ 30 at the middle base.
Now we look for motifs that might allow deletion of more friends. We scan 10--base nonoverlapping windows on each founder. We find all sequences that occur in the stack on this window. Suppose that the founder sequence appears at least 10 times. Consider alternative sequences that occur at least 10 times, and for which at least one friend has quality ≥ 20 at the middle base. All the friends carrying these sequences are deleted from the stack. After this we clean each stack by removing friends having a Q30 difference with the founder.
Next we compute the consensus for each stack, as in Procorrection 2. We then reverse complement the right stack and compute possible offsets for the relative position of the two stacks. This involves finding possible overlaps for the two consensus sequences. We start by finding 8--mer matches between them. These define an initial set of offsets. For each offset, we define a score, its number of 'bits'. This is computed by examining each subwindow of length at least 20 within the overlap, and defining the number of bits for that subwindow. The number of bits for the offset is defined to be the maximum of the bits for the subwindows. Subwindows contains a 40--base window having ≥ 20 mismatches are ignored. Let k be the number of mismatches in the subwindow, and n its length. Then the number of bits in the subwindow is defined to be --(5/3)log10( BinomialSum( n, k, 3/4 ) ), where BinomialSum(n,k,p) = Σi=0 k (n choose i)p i (1--p) n--i . We observe empirically that for a perfect overlap, the number of bits is close to the length of the overlap. Offsets having < 25 bits are ignored. Offsets that imply a Q30 mismatch between the founder reads are ignored.
Next we go through a process that allows certain offsets to 'invalidate' certain other offsets. For this, for each offset, we first find the intervals of perfect agreement between the two consensus sequences. We exclude the first and last 10 bases from each such interval, and mark the two consensus sequences con1, con2 as confirmed on the remaining bases. These markings are separately tracked for each offset. Next we say that offset i invalidates offset j if offset j implies that con1[p1] ≠ con2[p2] for some p1, p2, but offset i confirms both of these positions. Finally suppose that for some i, offset i is not invalidated by any other offset, but offset i invalidates offset j. Then offset j is deleted. Now suppose that offset j has < 40 bits, and that offset i has at least 10 more bits than it. Suppose that the 'slope' (bits i -bits j) / |offset i -offset j| is ≥ 2. Then we delete offset j. Note that the slope condition is designed to protect against deletion of alternative offsets that arise from tandem repeats. This completes the computation of offsets.
For each offset, we now merge the left and right stacks, creating a 'joint' stack. In cases where a (read, orientation, offset) triple appears twice, only one is retained. Quality scores of the two founders (now in the joint stack) are again raised, as described previously. After this we clean the joint stack by removing friends having a Q30 difference with one or both of the founders. If this removes one or both of the founders, we remove the offset from consideration.
Next, for each column in the joint stack, we compute the quality score sum for each of the four possible base calls, but using only those reads whose partner is placed at least once in the stack. If the winning sum is ≥ 100, at least 10 times the runner up sum, and the runner up sum is < 100, we remove any friend that disagrees with this winning call and has quality ≥ 30 there. If this removes one or both of the founders, we remove the offset from consideration. Now we create consensus and consensus quality scores for the joint stack. The consensus is computed as was the consensus for the founders. To compute the consensus quality scores, we first raise quality scores on each friend based on its agreement with the consensus, as follows. Suppose that a base on a friend and its d flanking bases on both sides agree with the consensus. Then if the quality score is greater than zero but less than 10*log10(2d)*0.5, we raise it to this number. Then we compute the quality score sums for each column. The consensus quality score for a given column is set to Min( winning sumrunner up sum, 50 ). However we then test for inconsistency in each column, as follows. Suppose that the runner up sum is > 100 and supported by at least two Q30 bases. Then we declare the column inconsistent and set the consensus quality score to zero.
Next we 'protect' certain bases in the founders. We take the first 10 bases on the left. If the left founder disagrees with the consensus and has quality ≥ 20 there, we force the consensus to be that base, and also copy the quality score to the consensus. The same operation is carried out on the right.
Next if any base on a founder has quality ≥ 30 and disagrees with the consensus, we set the consensus quality to zero.
We next check for suspicious inconsistencies between the founders and the consensus. Suppose that a founder base disagrees with the consensus, but that its 5 flanking bases on both sides agree. Suppose that there are at least 3 non--founder rows in the joint stack that agree with the founder at the base and on the 5 flanking bases on both sides. Then we set the consensus quality to zero at the base.
We now attempt to recover conflicted columns in the joint stack. These are columns having a 'low' consensus quality score. First let minq_floor be 10 if there is more than one offset, else 5. Consider columns in the joint stack for which the consensus quality value is less than minq_floor, however for which at least one founder has quality ≥ 2. If both founders have quality ≥ 2 and disagree and the difference between their quality scores is < 10, we do not consider the column. We choose the founder base having the highest quality score. Then we delete any non--founder row that disagrees with the base and has quality ≥ 2 at the position. We again compute the consensus and consensus quality scores for the joint stack, as described above, and protect certain bases in the founder, as above. Now we decide if the closure is accepted. There are two criteria. First the minimum consensus quality must be ≥ 10 (or in the case of a single offset, ≥ 5). Second we impose the following 'minimum glue' requirement. Using only intervals of perfect overlap of length ≥ 40 between the joint consensus and some stack row, it must be possible to walk from left to right along the consensus, using the intervals, and requiring that consecutive intervals overlap by ≥ 30 (or 20, for a single offset). Now we examine all the closures (at most one per offset). We note the following special case, not described in the main text: where all the closures are the same, except for differing homopolymer lengths at a single locus, they are all retained. Otherwise, we let L denote the maximal leftmost segment where all consensus sequences agree, and let R be the maximal rightmost segment. If L = R we report L alone. Otherwise we report both L and R.
We next attempt to identify pairs that were not closed, but which appear to bridge gaps. To do this, first we find all 40--mers x that appear at least 5 times in the initially corrected reads and their reverse complements. If such an x lies on a closure c, so that x's beginning lies at least 200 bases from the right end of c, we mark x as right--extended. An x which is not right--extended is said to fail. An unclosed read pair is now declared special if one of its reads contains a failing kmer or contains the reverse complement y of a failing kmer x, where the right end of y lies at least 200 bases from the beginning of the read. The entire pair correction and filling step is now repeated for these special read pairs, however with more lenient parameters, so as to increase the likelihood of closing the pair:
• In the exclusion of low--quality pairs, the mean is allowed to exceed the given pair mean by up to 25.
• When computing consensus, we allow quality scores of zero to be raised.
• Minimum glue is reduced to 15.
• The minq_floor parameter is taken to be 0 if there is only one offset. This completes the error correction and pair closure part of the assembly process.
Graph formation. The corrected pairs are now formed into an initial assembly graph. This graph is a directed graph, whose edges are DNA sequences, and such that abutting edges overlap by K--1, where K is 0.18 times the median pair closure length, rounded to a fixed set of values ..., 60, 72, 80, 84, 88, 100, ... . For the data type described in this work, the typical value is around 80. The initial assembly graph is exactly the unipath graph 33 .
Each pair closure c and its reverse complement are mapped to the graph and recorded as sequences of edges within it, which we refer to as closure paths. We also refer to the median closure path length, measured in kmers. Below, if we refer simply to paths, we are referring to arbitrary paths within the assembly graph.
The assembly graph data structure records counts for each observed edge sequence e1,…,en, denoted |e1,…,en|. Similarly we would write e.g. |e| or |ef| for the inferred sum associated with one or two edges. We let len(e) denote the length in kmers of an edge e.
The data structure also includes an 'involution' i that maps each edge to its reverse complement, and having the property that i 2 is the identity map. These data structures are maintained as the assembly graph is modified. During this process, the involution i is allowed to deviate in two ways from the original definition:
• while i always maps an edge e to a reverse complement of e, there may be more than one such reverse complement, and thus i must pick between them; • in cases where a component c of the graph is disjoint from its reverse complement, we allow the reverse complement to be deleted, and in such cases i is undefined on c. Graph simplification and improvement. The assembly graph is now operated on iteratively, using several different steps that are described below. We note that in some cases the operations as described are asymmetrical, and in such cases the same operation is carried out on the reverse complemented assembly. Reverse complement removal. When both a graph component and its reverse complement are present and disjoint, one is removed. Hanging end removal. First, for each vertex v, form the set of paths that start at v but contain no edge twice. This set is computed iteratively, and if at a given stage we obtain > 100 paths, the process is Remove small components. Acyclic components having ≤ 1500 -K + 1 kmers are deleted, as are cyclic components having ≤ 50 kmers. Delete low coverage edges. For an edge e, suppose that |e| ≤ 2, and that there is another edge f, either starting at the same vertex that e starts at, or ending at the same vertex that e ends at, and that |f| ≥ 5⋅|e|. Then we delete edge e. Assembly unwinding. This is a method for simplifying the assembly graph. It looks for loci of the form where the box represents 'something between' two edges. The method proceeds according to the following steps: 1. We consider every assembly edge as a potential left bounding edge in the above diagram. We then walk right from the edge (as described below), eventually defining the right bounding edge. 2. Starting from the left bounding edge, we iteratively walk right, allowing for branching, until we have 10 paths or no more are possible. We terminate a given path as soon as it contains 20 edges. This prevents infinite looping around a circular genome. At each iteration, we extend a path having the least number of edges in it. 3. As we walk right, certain paths are excluded. In particular, we reject a path if it contains a subpath a,b1,...,bn,c, seen in the closure paths ≤ 2 times, and such that the total kmer count in the bi is ≤ the median closure path length, provided that for some c', we see a,b1,...,bn,c' at least 5 times more often. The use of the median closure path length circumvents a complex statistical problem relating to how often we would expect to see a particular sequence. It is likely that more repeats can be resolved by pushing this limit. 4. Next we look for a common truncation of the paths on the right so that they all terminate in a common edge (the right edge in the above diagram). Having done this, we then define the 'box' in the middle of the above diagram. We require that the paths traverse essentially all of its edges: if there is an untraversed edge having weight ≥ 5, we reject the box, truncate all the paths on the right, and try again. 5. If we find a common right truncation that is acceptable, the resulting data define a recommendation, namely that the entire diagram be replaced by the set of truncated paths. These paths still have to be squeezed back into a graph (see below). 6. We prune the recommendations to eliminate conflicts. 7. Finally, for each surviving recommendation, we squeeze its paths into a graph. Then the graph is inserted back into the main assembly graph, replacing the diagram. Pull apart simple branches. Consider a diagram in which there is an edge r, with exactly two edges x1, x2 abutting r on the left, and exactly two edges y1, y2 abutting r on the right. Let wij = |xiryj|. Suppose either that:
• w11 ≥ 2, w22 ≥ 2 and w12 = w21 = 0, or • w11 ≥ 5, w22 ≥ 5, w12 + w21 ≤ 1 and len(r) ≤ median closure path length, or • w11 ≥ 10, w22 ≥ 10, w12 + w21 ≤ 2 and len(r) ≤ median closure path length. Then replace all five edges by two new edges z1 = x1ry1, z2 = x2ry2. Pull apart complex branches. We look for a complex with two edges e1, e2 entering and two edges f1, f2 exiting. Let wij be the number of closure paths that contain ei…fj, i.e. ei followed eventually by fj. Then test the same criteria for the wij as in the pull apart of simple branches. If successful, we replace the entire complex of edges by the graph obtained from all closure paths of the form either e1…f1 or e2…f2. Bubble popping. We look for edges e: v → w whose multiplicity is ≤ 2. Then we find all alternative paths from v to w whose length in kmers is within 10 of len(e), and whose multiplicity is > 2. Suppose that there is a unique such alternative path p, that its length in kmers is within 2 of len(e), and that |p| ≥ 5⋅|e|. Then we delete edge e and replace all occurrences of it by p. Graph reconstruction. For this method, it is convenient refer to the closure paths as words on the alphabet of edge indices. The idea of graph reconstruction is to define a collection of words that are 'trusted', and a collection of overlaps between them that are 'trusted', then formally glue the words together with each other along the trusted overlaps, yielding a new assembly. In describing graph reconstruction, we describe a general framework for pulling apart a graph assembly, together with an initial heuristic model that defines 'trusted'.
The process starts by finding all the overlaps between all the words. Here, by an overlap, we mean a proper overlap, i.e. extending fully to the left on at least one word and extending fully to the right on at least one word.
The main text illustrates graph reconstruction using the example of Supplementary Fig. 5 . In general, with the goal of eliminating some overlaps (and in the process, also eliminating some words), we first find all subwords that occur as the overlap between two words. Each of these subwords s now seeds an analytic step, as follows. We form the matrix whose rows consist of all the words containing s. We also track the weights associated with each word. This is illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 5 .
For the general method, we proceed in the following fashion. Let left_exts denote the lengths in kmers of subwords appearing to the left of the seed, and let right_exts denote the lengths on the right side. Next we traverse all possible choices for an element of left_ext and of right_ext. (If there would be > 1000 such pairwise choices, the calculation for the seed is terminated.) We now modify the matrix, local to the calculation for these two elements.
For each row of the matrix, walk left from the seed, counting kmers. As soon as the chosen number from left_ext of kmers is achieved, declare the row to be left_full, and blank out all further entries to the left. Do the same thing on the right. Call a row full if it is both left_full and right_full. Merge rows that are now identical, and in so doing, sum their weights. We require that the highest weight row has weight ≥ 10, and that it is full. (Otherwise the computation for the given left_ext/right_ext elements is terminated.) This condition establishes strong coverage at the locus. Now define potential joins. These are obtained by taking a left_full row that stops on the right after the seed, and a right_full row that stops on the left before the seed. Each such pair defines a join, and the unique joins (not already in the matrix) are merged in with weight zero.
Call a row a keeper if it is full and its weight is at least 2 or else it exceeds 10% of the highest weight. Call a row a follower if it is non--full and it is a subrow of a keeper.
Finally, consider non--full rows i that are not followers. Let 'total' be its weight, plus the weight of all non--full non--follower rows that are subrows of i. Let 'control' be the maximum weight over all non--full rows whose left and right extent are at least that of i. Declare i to be a loser if total ≤ 2 and 10⋅total ≤ control. From each loser row we infer that certain overlaps should be deleted, and also in some cases that certain words should be deleted. This completes the main computation of the algorithm.
At this stage we have a collection of words and a collection of accepted overlaps between them. We first form the digraph that is the disjoint union of the words, with each word stretched out over a sequence of edges (corresponding to the letters in the word). Next from the accepted overlaps we deduce an equivalence relation on the vertices and edges of this graph. Now if the resulting quotient graph would have cases where two edges labeled by the same letter both exit from source vertices (but not necessarily the same one), identify the two edges. Carry out the analogous operation for sink vertices. Next extend the equivalence operation by 'zippering up', so that the quotient graph does not have cases where identically labeled edges exit the same vertex (or enter the same vertex). Finally, form the quotient graph. This is the new graph assembly. Make and unroll loops. Making loops: when we have a picture like this replace f1 and f2 by a loop. Now unroll loops, as follows. First find loops. Loops whose length in kmers exceeds the median closed fragment length are ignored. Find the numbers c of consecutive loops (zero or more) that are observed in closure paths that include both bounding edges. Also find the numbers of consecutive loops (one or more) that occur in any closure path. If the second count set includes a larger number than the first, do nothing. Otherwise, replace the loop by the linear paths defined by c. Remove weakly supported loops. Consider vertices v having a 'canonical' loop f Suppose that |eg| > 0. If |ef| ≤ 2 and |eg| ≥ 10⋅|ef|, delete edge f. If |fg| ≤ 2 and |eg| ≥ 10⋅|fg|, delete edge f. Delete weakly competing edges. Assign entering and exiting weights enter[e], exit[e] to edges e. Each closure path containing the edge and an edge after it contributes to the entering weight, whereas each closure path containing the edge and an edge before it contributes to the exiting weight. For each vertex v, find a neighborhood that starts from v. This neighborhood consists of all vertices within distance 4 of v, but if there are more than 20 such vertices, the computation is aborted. Consider an edge e starting from v, and edges e1 and e2, starting from vertices v1 and v2 in the neighborhood. Suppose that any path in the graph that starts from e must ultimately pass through either e1 or e2. Suppose that exit ( w[2] , 2 ), separate ef1 from f2: Graph cleaning using the uncorrected reads. In this step we find gap--free alignments between the uncorrected reads and the assembly graph. Such an alignment goes from end to end on the read, and lands on a path of edges within the graph. It is scored by taking the sum of read quality scores > 2 at mismatches. Only alignments that begin with a 12--mer match are used. Only the alignment(s) having the best score are returned.
Define the support of an edge e to be the sum over all instances of e within an alignment as above, of 1/n, where n is the number of equal--scoring alignments of the given read.
Consider a simple branch in the graph, given by an edge e and exactly two edges f1, f2 that follow it. Suppose that support[f2] ≤ 1 and that support[f1] ≥ 5. Then we delete edge f2.
Consider each vertex v, and consider two edges e1, e2 emanating from it. We assume that neither edge starts with a homopolymer of length 10 or greater. First we find all instances of the first kmers of e1, e2 in the uncorrected reads. Then we compute the quality score sums q1, q2 associated to the last base on these first kmers. We require that q2 ≥ 100, q1 ≤ 100, and that q2 ≥ 10⋅q1. This is a prefiltering step. Next we consider not just the first kmers on e1, e2, but up to K kmers (and only as many kmers as are present in the shorter edge). On the first kmer we consider the last base; on the second kmer we consider the next to the last base, and so forth. Again we compute the quality score sums, but not counting the same position on a given read more than once. We also compute the location counts c1, c2 associated with these sums. We require that c2 ≥ 8⋅Max(1, c1), and we impose the same conditions as before on q1, q2. If all these conditions are satisfied, we delete edge e1. Now consider a simple bubble We subdivide support[fi] into support in the forward and reverse orientations, defining Fi and Ri. Let p = Min( 0.5, F1/(F1+R1) ) / 2. Let n = ⎣ F1+R1+F2+R2 ⎦. Let q = BinomialSum( n, ceil(F2), p ). If q < 10 --5 and F2 + R2 < 10, delete edge F2. Now consider simple bubbles corresponding to one or more substitutions. Consider reads that place uniquely on one branch of the bubble, and score their placement on the other branch. The differences between the scores are assigned to the winning branches. These differences comprise two distributions, and we check to see if one has a 'much' larger mean than the other, and in that case delete the branch with the smaller mean. To measure the difference, we assign to each distribution the associated normal distribution that reflects our expectation of its true mean. Then we take the difference of these two normal distributions. If the mean of the difference distribution is ≥ 3 standard deviations away from zero, we deem one distribution to be much larger than the other. Gulp edges. Whenever we have an edge e of length ≤ 20 kmers, abutting two edges f1 and f2, replace the three edges by two edges ef1, ef2. The opposite process is also carried out. Note that these operations do not change the semantics of the assembly graph. Orient assembly to reference. If a reference is provided, reverse complement any components that appear to be in reverse orientation to the reference.
DISCOVAR variant calling method
Best path construction. The first stage in the calling of variants is to find a path through the assembly graph that is as close as possible to the reference sequence. This proceeds in several steps. First, in cases where the reverse complement of assembly components have been deleted during the assembly process, we add them back. Next, we align each assembly edge to the reference. These alignments are seeded on perfect 40--mer matches with the reference: 1.
Ignore kmers in an edge mapping to too many places in the reference, as follows. First let n be the length of the edge in kmers. Then to each position p in the edge, let m(p) denote its multiplicity, the number of times that the kmer starting at p occurs in the reference. Define the maximum multiplicity to be the smallest M such that for ≥ n/2 positions, 1 ≤ m(p) ≤ M. Positions p for which m(p) > M are ignored.
2.
Group the matches and reject some groups, as follows. Sort the offsets on the reference associated to each accepted position on the edge. Group the offsets, breaking groups when their difference exceeds 10. Now reverse sort the offset groups by np = the number of positions on the edge that they correspond to. Keep only the offset groups having at least 75% of the maximum np.
3.
For each accepted offset group, align the edge to the reference, using a banded Smith--Waterman algorithm. Alignments having an error rate > 5% are rejected.
4.
For each alignment of each edge, define its start and stop positions. The stop position is defined to be K--1 bases from the right end, where K is from the assembly graph. Define a new graph Z whose vertices are pairs (v,p) where v is a vertex in the assembly graph and p is a position on the reference occurring as a start or stop position. Via its start and stop positions, each edge alignment defines an edge in Z. These start and stop positions are perturbed slightly to avoid cases were there are two consecutive edges e, f in the assembly graph, mapping to edges e', f' in Z, and target(e') ≠ source(f') because of slight differences in reference positions. Such instances are associated with alignment indels occurring near the ends of edges. Whenever there is a sink and a source in Z, associated to reference positions within 10 kb from each other, connect them by a 'gap edge'. For each chromosome in the reference, add a 'left end' vertex and gap edges from it to source vertices on the chromosome. Add a 'right end' vertex and gap edges from sink vertices on the chromosome to it.Using Djikstra's algorithm, we find shortest paths through Z from left end to right end vertices for each chromosome. To do this, for each path we let e denote its number of errors (mismatch plus indel bases), g denote its number of gaps, and d its number of gap bases, where the gap bases are computed from the gap edges. Then we find the path that minimizes the penalty e + 100*g + d/100. This is the best path. Linearized assembly graph construction. The best path is used to form the backbone of a new graph, to which will be added appropriate alternative paths found in the original assembly graph. Initially this graph consists of only the edges and vertices contained within the best path. Each edge or vertex corresponds to an edge or vertex in the original assembly graph. As this new graph has been 'unrolled' along the reference, it is possible that edges and vertices from the original assembly graph may be repeated at different locations in this graph. For each vertex in the best path graph, each corresponding vertex in the assembly graph is found. The assembly graph is then explored from this point using a depth first search, looking for those paths which reach another vertex contained in the best path. These paths provide alternatives to that defined by the best path. An alternative path is considered valid if it: rejoins the best path downstream of the starting vertex (i.e. no cycles are allowed); the length of the path is less than 2000 bases; the length of the path is within 150 bases of the length of corresponding section of the best path; the path is not identical to the best path. All valid alternative paths are then added to the best path graph, forming a linearized acyclic assembly graph that contains both the best path and a subset of the alternative paths present in the original assembly graph. Bubble graph construction. The linearized assembly graph is further simplified, replacing any complex graph features with sets of parallel edges to form a 'bubble' graph (terminology explained below). To do this, 'anchor' edges are chosen: these are edges in the linearized assembly graph that lie in the best path and such that every path through the graph must traverse them (so that there is no 'parallel' edge). The graph between each pair of consecutive anchor edges is expanded into a set of parallel edges, enumerating all possible alternative paths between the anchor edges. This yields a new 'bubble graph', which consists of series of unambiguous anchor edges separated by bubbles containing two or more alternative edges in parallel. Generally, anchor edges carry homozygous variants, whereas bubble edges carry heterozygous variants. Variant detection. Variants are detected from the bubble graph in two stages. First, the anchor edges are aligned to the reference using an affine Smith--Waterman algorithm. Alignment differences between the reference sequence and the anchor edges are marked as potential variants. Second, the parallel edges within each bubble are examined. These edges are aligned to the reference using an affine Smith--Waterman algorithm, with alignment boundaries constrained by the adjacent anchor edges' alignments. For each edge in the bubble, differences from the reference are marked as potential variants. The same variant may appear across multiple parallel edges, and variants found on the same edge are phased together. Variant masking. Some variants calls occurring in repetitive regions of the genome are eliminated. Prior to running DISCOVAR, a repeat mask for the reference genome is prepared. Each 100--mer in the reference is identified, and if its multiplicity is greater than one, then all the bases in the reference corresponding to the 100--mer are masked out. Any edge of less than 600 bases in the assembly graph that corresponds to a masked section of the genome is ignored when calling variants. Variant graph construction. The potential variants found from the bubble graph are now used to construct a new 'variant graph' for the purpose of computing variant call probabilities. Starting with the reference, additional edges are added to represent each variant found in the variant detection step, forming a series of bubbles containing two or more edges. Where variant bubbles overlap they are merged, resulting in larger bubbles. To reduced the computational complexity of the next step, variant bubbles are merged together if they are separated by 20 bases or less, and the total span of the merged variants is also less than 20 bases. Variant bubbles are merged using phasing information obtained from the corresponding edges in the bubble graph. Probability computation. Variant probabilities are computed from gap--free alignments of reads to the edges of the variant graph. A score is associated with each read alignment, computed as the sum of the quality scores for only the mismatched bases in the alignment --a perfect alignment having score 0. The best (lowest scoring) alignment to a variant edge is taken, and a delta quality score computed by subtracting the score for the 2nd best alignment of the read. This is repeated for all reads that align to a variant edge, and the delta quality score is summed. From the delta quality score sums for each variant edge in a bubble (which measures the preference of reads supporting this edge), a probability can be calculated for the variants represented by that edge using the expression P = 1 --10^(Σ(delta Q)/10). Variant list. Finally, a standard VCF file is generated using the positions and probabilities found above. In addition, a DISCOVAR--specific .variant file is generated, containing additional information not easily represented in VCF format.
Generation of variant calls
All the variant calling programs that we used produced as output a list of variants, each of which was either a substitution or an indel. In comparing variant calls, we treated two variants as equivalent if their effect on the genome (as an edit) was the same. We note that were cases where variants could be more efficiently represented as inversions, however there was only one longer than 25 bp, and was represented as an inversion plus a deletion plus a substitution. DISCOVAR calls were filtered as noted below, and are those labeled PASS in the .filtered.vcf file. For Platinum--100 and Cortex, we used the calls labeled PASS. For GATK--250, we used the calls that were labeled PASS and that had QUAL ≥ 180 (for SNPs) and QUAL ≥ 100 (for indels), as per the suggestion of Heng Li (personal communication). The VCF files that we generated as part of this work are available at ftp://ftp.broadinstitute.org/pub/crd/DiscovarManuscript.
7a. Generation of variant calls from 250 base reads using DISCOVAR
To prepare a BAM file for DISCOVAR, reads were aligned to the hg19 human reference sequence using BWA 37 version 0.5.9 (http://github.com/lh3), as part of the Picard pipeline http://picard.sourceforge.net. Each lane was aligned separately using "bwa aln" with parameters "--q 5 -l 32 -k 2 -o 1," followed by "bwa sampe" with options "-a 1350." The resulting BAM file was sorted in coordinate order using the SortSam module of the Picard tools (http://picard.sourceforge.net). Before running DISCOVAR, several auxiliary files must be generated from the reference using:
This step requires SamTools (http://samtools.sourceforge.net), and needs to be done only once per genome. The following command calls variants on a region using DISCOVAR: Discovar REFERENCE=Homo_sapiens_19.fasta READS=<input bam file> REGIONS=<chr>:<start>-<stop> TMP=<tmpdir> OUT_HEAD=<assembly> where <chr>:<start>-<stop> represents a coordinate range, such as 2:1000000--10030000 for the 30 kb region of chromosome 2 starting 1,000,000 bases in. We used revision 47606 of the DISCOVAR code. The called variants are in the file <assembly>.final.variant.vcf. For each variant line in the file, probabilities of presence are assigned to each allele via fields REFP and ALTP, which we used to define passing variants, for purposes of this work:
• alleles were treated as called if they were assigned probability > 0.995; • variant lines in the file were ignored completely if any probability was > 0 and < 0.9; • lines were also ignored if only the reference was called, or more than two alleles were called. Genotypes for these passing variant lines were then inferred from the alleles that were called. A VCF file with these variants marked as passing (PASS) is also generated. It is <assembly>.final.variant.filtered.vcf. To run DISCOVAR on the entire genome, we called variants in 50 kb chunks having 10 kb overlaps. We used a cluster of seven Dell PowerEdge R815 servers with 2.8 GHz AMD Opteron 6348 processors. There were 48 cores and 256 GB RAM per server. We ran three simultaneous jobs per server. We terminated 0.16% of jobs because they used more than 30 minutes. These were typically associated with regions having high aligned coverage (for example, pericentromeric regions). Apart from the time--outs, every job succeeded. The resulting variant calls were merged into a single file using combine_region_vcfs.py, which comes with DISCOVAR. The total elapsed time was 47 hours. We note that as the total cluster cost was about $66,000, and assuming that the hardware cost was amortized over a three year period, $100 would be contributed to total costs, not counting overhead.
7b. Generation of variant calls from 100 base reads using GATK The GATK calls for 100 base reads for NA12878 and her father were embodied in Variant Call Format (VCF) files NA12878_S1.genome.vcf and NA12891_S1.genome.vcf distributed by Illumina as part of the Platinum Genomes project (www.illumina.com/platinumgenomes).
7c. Generation of variants calls from 250 base reads using GATK We followed GATK best practices (http://www.broadinstitute.org/gatk/guide/topic?name=best--practices), adapted for 250 base reads from a PCR--free library: 1. The process starts with FASTQ files, denoted here H01UJ.1.fastq and H01UJ.2.fastq corresponding to the two lanes of data used. 2. Paired reads were aligned using BWA--MEM and sorted, per--lane, and the resulting files were merged and indexed. 3. Indels were realigned using GATK RealignerTargetCreator and IndelRealigner. 4. Quality score were recalibrated using GATK BaseQualityScoreRecalibration. 5. Variants were called using GATK HaplotypeCaller. 6. Variants were recalibrated using GATK VariantRecalibrator and ApplyRecalibration. The "known sites" to use for this and each subsequent step were chosen from GATK recommendations (see http://gatkforums.broadinstitute.org/discussion/1247/what--should--i--use--as--known--variantssites--for--running--tool--x#latest). The IndelRealigner was run separately for each chromosome using the option -L <chr>. For example, the command for chromosome 1 was: Note that the precise value of the ----numBadVariants argument varied from 1000 to 3000 to 10000 depending on when the model converged. The numbers shown were used for NA12878. Finally, ApplyRecalibration was run first for SNPs. Scatter--gather parallelization via Queue (see step 5) was used to distribute the work to multiple computers, however an equivalent thread--parallel command line is: 
7e. Generation of variant calls from Fosmid reference sequences
To generate Fosmid reference variant calls we aligned the Fosmid reference sequences to the hg19 reference sequence using an affine Smith--Waterman alignment algorithm, with mismatch penalty 3, gap open penalty 10 and gap extension penalty 1. The Fosmids were aligned to the regions defined in Supplementary Table 9 . Three Fosmids could not be confidently aligned to a single location and were thus excluded from the analysis. To document this, for each case we show the coordinates of the 'best' and 'second best' placements, and the number of reference disagreements (substitutions, or indels of one or more bases), as computed by an affine Smith--Waterman alignment as above. We also considered the possibility that for some Fosmid there might be two or more similar copies in the NA12878 genome, but only one in the hg19 reference. To test for this, we computed the mean coverage in each case (Supplementary Table 10) , finding a mean value of 53.4x, and with all 100 values within 20% of this, with 2 exceptions, Fosmid 106, at 21% below the mean, and Fosmid 40, at 52% above the mean. We thus deemed only Fosmid 40 as worthy of further examination for the purposes of testing whether the region appears multiply in the NA12878 genome. We then examined Fosmid 40 in detail. To begin the analysis, we computed some general coverage statistics. For each of 10,000 randomly selected 21--mers that are unique in the hg19 reference sequence, we computed the coverage in the combined NA12878 data set (from both this work and the 1000 Genomes Project), i.e. the number of times that the 21--mer occurs in the reads and their reverse complements. The mean value of this coverage is 90.5x. We then computed the relative value ('fraction of mean coverage') achieved by each of the 10,000 21--mers, finding the following: 18.20 1.2--1. 3 11.61 1.3--1. 4 04.62
1.4--1.5 01.96 > 1. 5 02.47 We note that 66.42% of 21--mers occur between 0.8 and 1.2 of the mean, and that only 4.87% of 21--mers occur at either < 0.5 or > 1.5 of the mean. Thus the multiplicity of a 21--mer in the reads provides a good indicator of the actual multiplicity in the genome. As a second control, we computed the coverage by the Fosmid pool reads of 21--mers that occur exactly once in Fosmid 40. We normalized these coverage values so that the mean was 1. We would thus expect that 21--mers occurring in particularly difficult sequence contexts would have lower normalized coverage values. We next looked for loci in the Fosmid 40 reference sequence that appear to occur exactly once in the genome (meaning, once on each of two homologous chromosomes). To do this we identified 21--mers whose coverage (for the combined aligned and unaligned whole--genome NA12878 data set) is close to the expected value of 90.5x, as described above, and for each of these we checked the normalized Fosmid pool coverage. We considered only 21--mers that appear in a non--bubble edge in an assembly graph: meaning an edge where it appears topologically that both chromosomes come together. Moreover we carried out this test in a combined DISCOVAR assembly of NA12878 and her parents, including both the data of this work and the 1000 Genomes Project data sets. By increasing coverage in this way we reduced the likelihood that another branch of the graph was accidentally missed. Here we note some examples: 0.880 0.863 These examples suggest that if there is another mutated copy of Fosmid 40 somewhere in the genome, then it is sufficiently different from the hg19 reference sequence (at the aligned location of Fosmid 40, at the given 21--mers) that the reads from it are not aligned there. By contrast, the reference sequence for Fosmid 40 can be exactly threaded through the above assembly graph, with the exception of a single homopolymer length discrepancy. These data suggest that Fosmid 40 (and the homologous region) are the regions in the NA12878 genome that are most similar to the hg19 region where they are aligned.
Data cost estimate
Estimated costs are shown below for HiSeq 2500 data (250 or 100 base reads), and HiSeq 2000 (100 base reads), exclusive of overhead, and labor costs, which vary. Cost per PF Gb summarizes the overall cost of each data type, with these provisos. Library costs are not included as these will be the same irrespective of read length and instrument type. We note that per base costs do not fully reflect data utility, as longer reads have lower mean quality. For the datasets used in this work, 92% of bases are Q30 or better in 101--base reads, but only 65% in 250--base reads. However in a dataset shared by Illumina very recently (not shown), and based on newer chemistry, 79% of bases are Q30.
Analysis of two variant clusters
We examined the two large variant clusters described in the text, consisting of 49 variants for Fosmid 62 and 21 variants for Fosmid 83. First we identified the source clones used in assembling these sequences (GenBank AC010969.11, AL354682.22), and noted that no problems were flagged in the cluster regions. We next sought to examine the original data used to assemble the clones. The reads for the second clone were available but those for the first were not. The cluster region for the second clone was covered by two reads, in the same orientation, each having a mismatch with the reference sequence. Therefore, particularly in the first case, it was not possible for us to confirm that the hg19 reference sequence was exactly correct at the two clusters. Interestingly, we note the Fosmid reference seqiuence for the first cluster closely matches a Sanger chemistry read in the NCBI Trace Archive. Indeed it matches read 1742047327 perfectly except for a single substitution and four insertions of sizes 6, 4, 2 and 2.
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